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Two variations of certainty control are presented. The original certainty control formulation produced a shrinking sphere about the predicted impact point with the surface being a function of estimated error. The first variation of this formulation introduces a control effectiveness ratio to regulate thrusting time. The second formulation replaces the shrinking sphere with a shrinking ellipsoid; if the predicted miss is inside or touching the ellipsoid, thrusting is not necessary. Variational performances in lateral thrusting are examined for a hypervelocity, exoatmospheric, orbital vehicle in the final 30 seconds of flight while it is attempting to intercept a boosting missile. Neither variation simultaneously reduces maneuveing cost and miss distance. indicating that the original formulation effectively uses the state error estimates.
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f14 SUBJECT TERMS C f , ' S 8 thrust control, terminal guidance, guided missiles, weapon control, control theory, hypervelocity rockets, kinetic energy Introduction C ERTAINTY control' enhances interceptor rceformance by using a terminal guidance law that incorporates the dynamics of the interceptor and target plus the error knoJledge of their estimates. This is done by constraining the final estimated state to a spherical inequality based on the projected estimate error. The control law reduces intercept maneuvering when the controls associated with cost do not affect state estimate certainty. 2 Two variations of certainty control are presented in an attempt to further improve interceptor performance: the first uses a control effectiveness ratio to regulate thrusting times; the second changes the certainty control constraint to an ellipsoidal function based on projected estimate error. Conceptually, the second variation produces a shrinking ellipsoid about the predicted impact point with the surface being a function of estimated error; if the predicted miss is inside or touching the ellipsoid, thrusting is not necessary.
Variational performances in lateral thrusting are examined for a hypervelocity, exoatmospheric, orbital vehicle in the final 30 s of flight while it is attempting to intercept a boosting missile. System modeling and measurement processing are identical to those used in Ref. 1. Target tracking is accomplished with a ranging device and line-of-sight sensors for in-plane and out-of-plane measurements. Noise-corrupted data are processed through an eight-state extended Kalman filter (EKF) with serial updates occurring every 0. 1 s. Velocity changes are determined by varying impact conditions using splines to reduce computational burdens and allow a solution that lends itself to deterministic techniques. where AV, and AV, are the interceptor's velocity changes, and into Eq. (13) ytelds K is the constraint weighting fact )r. Time-to-go tgo is used 
.if x,
Equations (2) and (15) can now be solved in terms, of X and t,,, with AV, and AL determiied afterward from Eqs. (22) 
sor inaccuracies will cause the predicted impact point (ellipi 3fI af soid center) to jitter with each measurement; chasing this point at,,, ox
If the states are perfectly known, the y termns iill he ,ero I able I Mlinimuinu .. perormnantct for lIi-der oux--t-lplane initrept and the constraint of Eq. (2) A head-on, 10-deg out-of-plane intercept is examined with a 4' time-to-go of 30 s. The interceptor is initially traseling at 12 h .0ol'iraiilU km/s at an altitude of 750 km with a lateral acceleration range of 3-60 m/s2 in each axis. The booster's initial acceleration is 3.15788 m/s 2 , with a unitized mass flow rate of 0.01579s.
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A time lag of 0. 1 s is used when computing velocity changes to account for measurement processing, controller processing, and thruster response. Target acquisition is assumed to take 3 s; thrusting is not permitted during this time. This simulation, written in Fortran 77 to ruio on a VAX 3600, generates 200 Monte Carlo runs per case. Figure 2 illustrates the relationships when the plane intercept, thrusting times are limited by a control effectieness ratio of 1.1, and Fig. 3 shows the effect of altering the control constraint from spherical to ellipsoidal. The minimum AV performances of all three control strate-. .. . .50.0 gies are found in Table 1 . A control effectiveness ratio of 1, i slightly reduces the miss distance and increases the total AV, whereas larger ratios degrade performance for this particular intercept. Reformulating the control law using an ellipsoidal 0/ constraint reduces the total AV, but sacrifices some accuracy. Although they are inconclusive, these results indicate that the •/ Uoriginal formulation of certainty control cffectivelv uses the a /
•wstate deviations to minimize maneuvering costs while main-
taining a high level of accuracy.
---a ,.. accuracy to reduce maneuvering costs, a choice to be made
